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Abstract
The hynerfine structure of the ground state of artificially
radioactive Na22 has been studied by the atomic beam magnetic
resonance method. Observation of the Zeeman splitting of the
hyperfine structure in a very weak known external magnetic field
determines the nuclear angular momentum I to be 3 in units of
h/21. The measurement of the frequency of an identified transi-
tion between two energy levels of the hyperfine structure in a
known external magnetic field of a few gauss yields, writh a very
small correction for field, the value of the hyperfine structure
separation Av equal. to 1220.64 + .04 megacycles per second.
Values of Av calculated from transitions observed at several
values of external magnetic field permit the assignment of a
positive sign to the nuclear magnetic dipole moment. By the
comparison of I and Av of Na22 to the known properties of Na2 3
the nuclear magnetic dipole moment Iiof Na2 2 is found to be
1.746 + 003 nuclear magnetons. The value of the nuclear
angular momentum I is consistent with the reported decay scheme
of Na22 and beta decay theory.
This report is identical to a thesis of the same title submitted
by the author in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Physics at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, 1948.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The primary interest in the hyperfine structure of Na22 lies
in the determination of the nuclear angular momentum for its sig-
nificance in beta decay theory, as w,,rell as in the nuclear angular
mome.ntu,m and magnetic dipole moment for the study of nuclear
structure.
The values of spin and magnetic moment for all odd-odd self
conjugate nuclei up to and including N 4 have been determined
with the exception of B0 for which only the g value is known.
In each case the spin is unity and the magnetic moment lies
between the value of 0 856 for the deuteron and 0.403 for the N 14
nucleus. The spin of B has in the past been assumed to be
unity. This assumption places the magnetic moment at 0.598 so
that both snin and morent are consistent with those of sim.ilar
nuclei. On the other hand, the assumptioni leads to difficulty in
explaining the abnormlally long half life of Be10 in its decay by
beta eission to B10 22beta emission to B A similar difficulty exists for Na2 2 if
this nucleus is assu ed to have a spin of 1.
Good, Peaslee, and Deutsch report that Na2 2 disintegrates
to an ecited state of NTe' by 100 6 poositron emission of half
life 30 years and maximnu energy of 0575 MEV. The positron is
22follo-,ed by a gamma ray as the excite d Ne nucleus falls to its
ground state. Within the resolvini. time of the apparatus, the
two articles are eitted in coinlcidence. From these facts the
authors conclude t'lat the sin of te excited state of Ne 2 2
differs fron that of Na . by either 0 or +1. Unpublished data
by Professor Deutsch indicate that the half life of te positron
22 22decay of Na directly to the ground state of Ne is at least
5000 years. Follo,,rwinp the epirical approach of Konopinski2 to
beta decay theory one finds that the decay with a half life of
greater than 5000 years is about three orders more forbidden than
the decay with a half life of 3 years. As the spin of the ground
state of Ne22 is assumed to be 0 in agreement with all observed
values for other even-even nuclei, the assumed spin value of unity
for Na22 would seem completely inconsistent with the expected
three orders more forbiddeness. It is to resolve this apparent
-1-
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incoesisteency that wre are led to the effort of determining the spin'
of Nach
A spin other thns unity would lead us to expect from the alpha
particle theory of nuclear structure described by Inglis3 that
Nia 2 2 had a magnetic dipole mo;lent roughly somle integral number of
nuclear magnetons away from the values for similar nuclei, depend-
in,, of course, on the msgnitude of the spin difference For
nuclei having one proton in excess of the closed alpha shells and
neutron pairs Inglis 3 finds that there is a general increase of
one nuclear magneton per unit of increase in agular romentumo
This fact ay be explained b,, assus In that te increase in
total angular mno entum is due to the orbital angular romentum of
the unpaired proton,. This icture is analogous to the situation
in atom--tic structure. If this picture is etended to the case of
nuclei having a deuteron in ecess of closed shells, it might be
expected that the angular momentum Wrould increase by two units
while the magnetic moment -ould increase by only one. The neutron
in orbital motion would not contribute to the magletic moment.
Na22 is an exammle of the latter type of nucleuse It is of11
interest to see w-hat reltion its spin and magnetic moment bear
to those of similar odd-odd nuclei
The observation of the hyperfine structure and the Zeeman
splitting of the hyperfine structure by the atomic beam magnetic
resonance method allowrs us to determine both the spin and magnetic
moment accurately: In this experiment these properties of the Na22
nucleus have been determined in an effort to reconcile the facts
and the theories outlined here.
-2-
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II. THE EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The use of molecular or atomic beams permits the study of
nuclear or atomic phenomena unaccompanied by the complex and often
not well nown interactions wTith other nearby atoms. The impor-
tance of such beans WRas first recognized by 0. Stern. His experi-
ments with atomic beams resulted in the observation of the space
quantization of the Bohr magneton and a determination of its
value which is in fair agreement with its predicted magnitude.4
Under his influence the m-ethod was developed so that nuclear
magnetic dipole moments could be observed and measured as illus-
trated in his determination of the magnetic dipole moment of the
proton. 5
The true power of the tool was not realized, however, until
Rabi and his collaborators at Columbia developed the molecular6
and atomic' bean magnetic resonance techniques. These tech-
niques permit an accurate measurement of such properties as
nuclear magnetic dipole moment, nuclear electric quadrupole
moment, nuclear angular momentum, and hyperfine structure sepa-
ration of an atom. It is the atomic beam magnetic resonance
method practically identical to that used by Zacharias8 in his
study of the spin and mgnetic moment of K40 that is used in
this experiment
Neutral atoms of a gas confined in a source cavity are
allowed to diffuse through a small opening in one wall of the
source as shown in Figure 1 and travel outward with thermal
velocities into a vacuum.n of such pressure that their flight is
terminated by the walls and defining slits of the apparatus
rather than by collisions with other gas molecules. These atoms
are collimated by apertures into a horizontal beam of very narrow
width in which the atoms travel in nearly parallel paths to the
detector. The atoms in the beam are of such density as to be of
the order of a few millimeters apart even in intense beams thus
eliminating interactions between individual atoms.
Along the beam near the source is placed a magnetic field
of high gradient which exerts a force on the magnetic dipole
moment of the atom perpendicular to its flight, and thus deflects
-3-
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it from its path to the detector, Near the detector is placed
another nagnetic field Trith a strong gradient in the same direc-
tion as the first. Between the to deflecting magnets is placed
a third magnet having a homogeneous field. All three magnetic
fields are in the same direction and thus there is no point in
the region between the two deflecting fields where the field
strength is zero or where there is an abrupt change. This situ-
ation ensures that, in general, a magnetic dipole will have the
same orientation with respect to the field direction in the second
deflecting field as in the first. Hence the deflection of the
dipoles will be in the same direction in the two inhomogeneous
fields and the atoms will miss the detector completely
With the above arrangement, it can be seen that, in order
that an atom shall fall on the detector, it must undergo a change
of state in the homogeneous field such that it has opposite
magnetic moments in the two strong deflecting fields. The effec-
tive magnetic moment of an atom in an external field is related
to its energy in that field in a manner explained in the next sec-
tion. It is possible by deflection of these moments to study the
energy levels of an atom in an external field by inducing and
detecting transitions between energy levels which are associated
with the proper magnetic moments required for "refocusing" in our
atomic beam systen:m Transitions are induced by the use of a weak
oscillating magnetic field superposed on the constant homogeneous
magnetic field, the frequency of the oscillating field being equal
to E2-E 1/h where E 2 and E are the energies of the levels concerned
and h is Plancks constant. In this way, the Zeeman effect of the
hyperfine structure of the ground state or a metastable state of
an atom may be studied. Such observations permit us to determine,
as now shown, the nuclear spin, nuclear magnetic moment, and
hyperfine structure separation of an atom.
-4-
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III. THEORY OF THE EXPERIMENT
The Hyperfine Structure of the Ground State of Na22
Because Na22 has an even number of nucleons, its nuclear angu-
lar momentum I must be an integral number of units of h/2n. Asso-
ciated with the angular momentum is a nuclear magnetic dipole
moment LI
.
The ground state of the electronic configuration of
the atom is a 2SI state, a state with a total angular momentum
J = . In the absence of external magnetic fields the ground
state is split into two energy levels associated with the total
angular momentum quantum numbers F = I + and F = I - . The
energy separation of these two levels is due to the interaction
of the nuclear magnetic dipole moment with the magnetic field of
the orbital electron at the nucleus and has a magnitude hAw.
There is an absence of electric quadrupole effects because of the
symetry of the electronic configuration. Fermi9 has derived an
expression for the hyperfine structure separation Av of an alkali
atom
8h = 2I + 1 xItWJ 2(o)
where / (o) is the value of the normalized eigenfunction of the
electron in the vicinity of the nucleus.
As the value of the normalized eigenfuction is not very well
known, the equation is of little use in obtaining a direct rela-
tionship between LI and . However, the ratio of hyperfine sepa-
rations of Na2 2 and Na2 3 can be related quite accurately to the
ratio of their nuclear magnetic dipole moments if the nuclear
angular momentum is known for each since (o) should be essentially
identical for the two atoms. As we know the values of Av, I, and
>LI of Na23 , we can obtain a value for I of Na22 by determining
I and Av of this atom.
The Energy Levels of Na22
in an External Magnetic Field
When an atom is placed in an external field, its energy changes
-5-
owing to the interaction between the external field and the atomic '
and nuclear moments. For the case of an atom: with J = --, this
change in energy is given by the Breit-Rabi1O formula (see appen-
dix II). In Figures 2 and 3, e have plotted this interaction
energy as a function of a parameter x which is proportional to
the magnetic field. It can be seen that at very low values of x,
i.e. at values of H such that the nuclear and electronic moments
are not decoupled, each of the two zero field levels is split
into 2F + 1 levels. The separation of these so-called magnetic
levels from the original level is given by a very good approxi-
mation at these low fields, by
I H
E = I-- m F
where nF ranges from: -F to +F in integral steps. It should be
noted that these '"Zee.an" separations are independent of the
hyperfine separation A but are dependelnt on the nuclear spin I.
The seoaration between el. ,hboring- ma.gnetic levels is ust
E 2 -E = (mF+l) - m F X = E
22 F,~~ I2 22
Thus if this seDart.tion could be meascured at a known magnetic
field the spin could be determined ilrediately.
As re o to hicher fields, where the nuclear and
magnetic moments begin to uncouple, the above relation fails and
we ust consider the eact Breit-Rabi relations. These tell us
thpat the seioaration betreen neiflhboring magnetic levels depends
on A. In particular, the freouency separation between the
F = I+1, mF =(I+--) level and the F I+2, mF -(I-2) level is
given by
o/_v = gI - J 2 
v/' -- + 2 (1 +((l-x)~(2I+l)) - j
whlere x = (J - gi)iLoH/hAv I appendix II, it is
shown that, to a very high degree of approximation, Av ay be
exhibited explicitly In terms of the rer.iingl variables as
f o ! Ow-s
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-uwhe re K = gJ- g = , a constant depending on
the field only. Therefore if the frequency separation v could be
measured at a known field H and gI and gj are known from other
data, the hyperflne separation Av could be calculated. Usually, the
value of H cannot be determined sufficiently well with conventional
flux meters for the purposes of this experiment but by observing
the transitions under consideration in an atom whose various con-
stants have been determined, such as Na23, the value of x may be
determined from the following relation:
1 + g1 (l+2v/Av) g x 2
x 2T+1 v gJ gI (l + ) +gJ -gI
In this way by observing the AF = transition of both isotopes
at various values of magnetic field a value of A may be determined.
In case gI is not already known, it is possible to find it
from measurements of the frequency v. As the external field H is
varied, the values of A calculated from the observed values of v
will be the same only if gI has been chosen correctly. It is
true that Av is not very sensitive to gI but it is sufficiently
sensitive to allow the sign of gI to be determined unambiguously.
Once a close value of Av is obtained a more accurate value of g
may be found by the relation given by Fermi, using Na23 for
comparison. From the improved value of gI, a closer value of AP
may be calculated.. Thus by successive approximrations, an accu-
rate value of the hyperfine separation may be found. In Figure 4
we indicate with exaggeration the effect of the sign of ILI or gI.
So far, we have considered the separation of levels belong-
ing to the same F. Transitions between such levels are character-
ized by AF = 0 and are called low frequency transitions or low
frequency lines. It is possible in our apparatus, however, to
observe certain transitions characterized by AF = + 1. Such
transitions are called high frequency transitions. If the frequency
-7-
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of one such transition is measured at different magnetic fields
and extrapolated to zero magnetic field, thle value of A is
obtained directly. In the next section Twe see which low fre-
quency lines and which high frequency lines are observable.
Observable Transitions; The R.F. Spectrum
In the last chapter, we saw that, in order for an atom to
be detected in our system, it must change the sign of its magnetic
moment in going from the first deflecting field to the second. If
W is the energy of an atom in an external field H, its effective
magnetic momnent is simply Iteff = -W/aH. Therefore in Figures 2
and 3, the slopes of the eergyr levels are essentially measures
of the magnetic moment. In the deflecting- fields of our system,
the field strength is of such a value that x is of the order of
thirty. At high x, the slope of al eerjr level is governed by
its quantum number nj, for it can be seen fromu the figures that
levels with the same mj have essentially the same slope. There-
fore, to satisfy the condition for detection, the transition which
an atom may undergo in the homogeneous field region must be be-
tween levels whose mj values in the inhomogeneous fields are
opposite in sign. Of course the quantum mechanical selection
rules AF = O, + , Am = 0, 1 still apply. Transitions corre-
sponding to AF = 1, Am = 0 require an oscillating magnetic
field which is parallel to the constant homogeneous magnetic field.
The physical arrangement of our apparatus, however, gives rise to
an oscillating field whTllich is perpendicular to the constant field.
Therefore Am = 0 transitions are not observed. The observable
transitions are finally:
For I = 3/2, AF = O, (F,m)'-< (F,m)
(2,-l)C (2,-2)
AF = + 1, (2, 2)-- ',i)
(2,1)' --- (1,0)
(2,0) - .(1,)
(2,0)- -- (1-1)
(2, -1)-(1,0)
For I = 3, AF = 0 (Fm)--(F,m)
(7/2,-5/2)- -(7/2 )
-8-
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AF = + , (7/2, 7/2)- (5/2, 5/2)
(7/2, 5/2)----(5/2 3/2)
(7/2, 3/2)-----(5/2, 5/2)
(7/2, 32)>---(5/2, 1/2)
(7/2, -1/2 )-- >(5/2, /2)(7/2, 1-/ 2)-- (5/2 -/2)(/ .,-312 )- e......-/52,
(7/2, -/2 )-----(5/2, -3/2)
It is seen that there is only one low frequency line in each of
the above cases but that there are any high-frequency lines.
The latter are shown in Fig. 5. These high frequency lines,
except for the odd one, are doublets spaced so closely together
as to be unresolved by the apparatus giving rise to transition
intensities twice that of a single line as shown in Figure 5.
The (7/2, 1/2)--(5/2,-/2) and (7/2,-1/2)---(5/2, 1/2) transi-
tion for an alkali of I = 3 are specific examples of such unre-
solved doublets. At fields of only a few gauss all of the lines
are spaced less than the resolution of the apparatus and hence a
broad intense transition is observed centered more or less at the
value of Av. Na 2 with an even spin has two lines whose fre-
quency remains unchanged in the first order as the field is
changed thus enabling a very accurate determination of Av for
fields of ust sufficient magnitude to separate these two lines
from the others. Such a value gives an excellent check to the
sign of the moment and enables an accurate determination of the
magnitude of the moment, the frequency of these lines being:
v = [1 + x"2I(I + )/(2I + 1)2 + gIx/(g g )]
By measuring the AF = 0 line of Na23 to even a relatively
poor accuracy enables one to determine the value of Av with less
than one kilocycle per second error due to the field determination.
-9-
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IV. APPARATUS
General:
The apparatus as sketched in Figure 6 is very similar to
that used by Zacharias8 in his measurements of nuclear magnetic
moment and hyperfine structure of K40. The system, with modi-
fications, is that designed and employed by Nagle for his
determination of the hyperfine structure Au of atomic hydrogen.
As shown in the schematic plan of Figure 7 the atoms dif-
fuse from the source and pass through the apparatus at thermal
velocities. The deflection magnet has cylindrical pole faces
which give rise to a fairly uniform horizontal magnetic field
gradient perpendicular to the direction of motion of the atoms.
Atoms possessing a magnetic dipole moment suffer an accelera-
tion perpendicular to their motion and upon passing through the
collimating slit travel to the right or left of a direct path to
the detector depending on the sign of their moment in the deflect-
ing field. The refocussing magnet is similar to the defelecting
magnet and has a gradient in the same direction so that atoms
having unchanged moment are deflected even more and mniss the
detector completely. The magnitude of the gradient in the refocus-
sing field is so adjusted that only atoms having a magnetic moment
of the same magnitude and reversed sign fall on the detector. The
entire system of magnets, source, and detector are enclosed in a
vacuum envelope as shown in Fig. 7 with a pressure of 10-6 milli-
meters of mercury in the oven and isolation chambers and 2 x 10 7 mm
in the detector chamber. The latter pressure is obtained with the
aid of liquid air trapping. Such low pressures are needed to ensure
that, by reducing the number of atoms that are scattered out of the
beam and into the detector to a minimum, the background is kept low
and transition intensities high. A shutter is provided in the dif-
ferential pumping chamber for the purpose of turning the beam on
and off.
Source:
The source was designed to supply a sufficient-flux of atoms
at the detector for as little total material under study as possible
I _ _ __ 
_ _ __
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being used in the oven. Tlhe source assembly as shown in Figure 
consists of very simply constructed oven blocks as shown in Figure 9
and an oven block holder. The source has been so constructed in
order to permit ready interchange of oven blocks of various materials.
Heaters of molybdenum wire, coated with aluminum oxide for in-
sulation, are mounted in holes in the oven block holder so as to
permit heating. The power leads and thermocouple leads are covered
with quartz tubing to prevent shorting and are fastened to the
block holder. The oven block holder is mounted on a horizontal
shaft so the beam may be directed in a vertical plane to strike the
detector, as the beam is quite directional having a width at half
intensity of one and one-half degrees as shown in Figure 10, which
is of the order of magnitude of the angle of the detector height
subtended at the source.
The oven blocks are two monel blocks with Joining surfaces
lapped flat to within one-one hundred thousandth of an inch to
prevent leakage. In the upper block is milled a canal one-quarter
of a millimeter square and two and one half centimeters long. In
the lower block is a cylindrical cavity of about twenty five cubic
millimeters capacity to hold the material under study.
Such a long narrow canal is used to diminish the total quantity
of atoms effusing from the slit for a given intensity toward the
detector. As the number of atoms projected in the forward direction
is independent of the length of the canal for engths less than a
mean free path, the total number of atoms required for an experiment
will decrease in direct proportion to tile decrease in total gas
flow throu'h the canal.
Smoluchowski 2 gives an expression for gaseous diffusion Q in
grams per second through a long square tube as:
Q = a (P2 -P1 /3L 
where a is the side of the square, L is the length of the
tube, po/P is the ratio of density to pressure for the gas and
temperature involved, and P2 - P1 is the pressure difference in
dynes per square centimeter. This yields an expression for the
number of atoms flowing out of the slit as: N' = a 3AnkT 8M/3L+AkfkT
where n is the number of atoms per cubic centimeter inside the oven,
ur~~~--·-l~~~~-~~--r·-l--;-^· L·- ~ ~~ xlrrrr i ·· ·--- I""-i' C --
M is the molecular weight, A is Avogadro's number, k is Boltzman's
constant, and T the absolute temperature. For an extremely short
canal:
N = na2 8kTA/4 iM where 8kTA/rrM is the average velocity
of the atoms in the beam.
If we define g as the ratio of the number of atoms diffusing
through a hole in an extremely thin wall to the number through
the tube for the same forward intensity we have a measure of the
saving in material needed for the experiment. This quantity is:
g = N/N' = 3L/4a dependent only on the ratio of length to width.
Crude measurements such as shown in Figure 11 have shown this to
be of the right order of magnitude for the canal used. For this
oven, g equals 75 and thus only 1.33% as much total Na22 is re-
quired as for a hole in an extremely thin wall.
The pressure in the oven must be less than 3 x 103 milli-
meters of mercury as shown in Figure 12 in order to prevent the
mean free path from becoming less than the length of the canal.
Hence the amount of carrier present with the Na 2 2 must be rather
small in order to prevent the total pressure in the oven from
rising too high. About one part Na22 in ten thousand arts of
Na23 will ensure that this condition hold.
The Na2 2 was prepared in the M.I.T. cyclotron by Dr. E. T. Clarke
using a Mg 2 4 (d,a) reaction and then separated1 3 chemically from the
target material by Professor J. W. Irvine, Jr. of the Chemistry Depart-
ment and finally converted to sodium azide. The prepared salt was
found to have one part in ten thousand of Na22 with the Na23 carrier
coming for the most part from the original impurities in the magne-
sium target. Sodium azide (NaN3 ) was found to be a very convenient
form for handling sodium for it is completely stable to air and
water at temperatures up to 300 degrees centigrade. It may therefore
be freely handled and placed in the oven without any precautions
against decomposition or reactions with the atmosphere. Upon heat-
ing to 320 degrees centigrade in vacuum the salt decomposes into
nitrogen gas, which is pumped away, and into free sodium, which
gradually diffuses out of the oven as an atomic beam.
Trials with different kinds of oven materials show that many
materials are unsuited for use with small quantities of sodium. One
of the first requirements is that the vapor pressure of the material
-12-
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used be very low at temperatures up to 6000°C so that evaporation
of the material does not occur and seal the blocks together as
happened in the case when cadmium plated screws were inadvertently
used in the assembly
Two major sources of trouble were located when a stainless
steel oven was used°
A sodium salt such as NaCl when mixed with fresh calcium
chips and heated in a vacuum will furnish free sodium atoms and
CaC12 by a simple replacement reaction. This reaction proceeds
because of the much higher vapor pressure of sodium than of
calcium. Preliminary runs with Na23Cl and calcium chips in the
stainless steel oven seemed to give satisfactory beam intensities.
However, when material containing Na22C1 was used, no Na22 transi-
tion or beam intensity was observed showingthe emergent beam to
22
consist of considerably less than the expected fraction of Na
After several days of total running time when the beam intensity
gradually died away it was found that a large fraction of Na2 2
still remained in the oven as indicated by the radio activity of
the oven. Washing the oven with water removed all of the calcium
chips but the Na22 remained behind. Placing the oven in contact
with an X-ray film showed that the Na2 2 was to be found on the
inner walls of the oven and to some extent along the edges of the
canal. It was found necessary to etch away with acid a consider-
able thickness of stainless steel before the Na22 was removed
showing that the sodium had in fact penetrated the walls of the
oven in some manner such as alloying.
As the distillation of sodium from the chloride proceeded
at about 600°C it was felt that lower temperatures might result
in less penetration of the oven walls. A search for reactions
occurring at lower temperatures led to the use of sodium azide.
It was now found that sall quantities of sodium gave considerably
less beam intensity than when large quantities were used as shown
in Figure 12 indicating that small quantities were still being
absorbed by the walls of the oven, The beam intensity observed
previously with the calcium chips in the oven was undoubtedly
from sodium in the calciu used or in the oven walls in the
form of salts, since the calcium chips made all sodium salts
present a potential source of free atoms whereas the azide upon
-13-
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decomnposition coulod make vailable only the amount of sodilm in
thl.e azide forn.
atavi:nu found t.h-.at stainl ess stee'l 3sorbed te sodiulm .
nrolmrber of ovens of various materials T.,ere tested in .an effort to
avoid t ese troulbles, It twas folund tat t-,e free w-tsodc i.. r v-no
reduced refractory oxides sch as cquartz, resultinl in practica r
no beam intensity. In an effort to a.vrid t .e o-ies, refr--ctory
cr! .i. c ,ere -es, ;re,orted to, blt it .as found tt sincle
rsct'ls lar' e eno- L to atre ovens were not av:. '.: ,'ble. rT.e
pressilre -molded carbides such as Norbide, a come,(rcial boron
carbide, were found to have microscopic cracks in the surface
i:'to t,:w i h tzle sodium worked when melted under vacuum and again
resulted in low beamr intensities. In fact, wh-lren eosed to te
oxvyen and water vapor of te air the sodiu in t e interstices
betT.een t.e ,)rtic es recteC and, expanded to Cs; on edtent as
to ry small pieces of material loose and thus destroy the sur-
face of te oven.
It was th.-s fo und that te oven must be constructed of a
very dense manterial so tat te sodium could not penetrate
-icrosco-ic fractures in te srface. The material -mst bDe
si:rltaneouslyl i:;etalic in claracter so t'-at the sodiun can not
interact w"it 1 it. Fulrth er, it must not be subect to a.loyinc
fthr t'-e socdium, a fal t t1.ichl is caracteristic of T-sny rnetals,
r--).l:- t,, nc.lar - ,y .· ! cse s W7ere tl-e s(di.lm is -:)resenlt iLn ,- Ic,?l'
t-,it i is. In f act t I miini-ze te a loyin :, e i S ,'rfrace
're.a resented. to th'-e co i'ri? vao. r.l.st e as., small os ocsibe
von n t-he case :l:ee -.. -;: r . occIrs at a ver - oi ?,ct*
,, ...:- , te e ,d e .r c -t Pt er sr. tisfa:i ter' ate; T , c 
'";i0! ~,:.-. t'"e on'_y metal t ec ,., fl filled ti- : - recl r-'lernts.
S-Fen i; t-i case, t' :e ovenr cavittr co.lCd not be ,l o t -,...
,,7(;1 tzl':, , ih'O l.i--eters irt v0o' re. Irn fact, a .. r.....io fitnr .)re
-i'c: el recor7.?ee:cded over roeone! l, a n icke ,roCd.,cer or s-oCi;i'n :dC
.s s '1i 'or stiL 1 s vs fou C. to al._ . o o t:C I- t c
r'o;'. tle es it3f sodi.-;. Evena:1 ;()o:el was :t:;ted to .- :t-r t t' e m:ore
octiue :l-.-K c, .. t ot cuite fast enov.ho to ,: ...a l
...,  o'_ o',(3 _ n1; o-e,, s o? I oter l'irit on t'.e c.int-ty f , sed
cfeven if bearil iltesitr r c dr.tion rco-irerents Cc ct. Alt. o'
otr ma-:er 7ter'naIs i;:'!tt '-e fo,:n ta .t are rmore sticfacorv 't Tas
1 4.-.
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found necessary to use about 105 mnoles or more of material so
that even if a carrier free al ali were available such as in the
137
case of Cs , enough carrier must be added to bring the total
Quantity of m terial up to about 10- 5 moles.
Deflectin. and Refocussing TTagnets:
The deflecting and refoucussing magnets have pole faces
corresponding to the magnetic euipotentials of a pair of parallel
wires conducting current in opposite directions.
The inhomogeneous magnetic fields have a fairly uniform
gradient over the part of the ga used. The deflecting and re-
focussing magnets used in this experiment were designed by
D. E. Nagle and are constructed of Armco agnetic ingot iron.
The exciting coils are of copper tubing through which cooling
water is run. A detailed description of the shape of these pole
faces ay be found in Appendix iii along with a derivation of the
refocussing condition for these magnets and the apparatus used.
Because of the use of a wide beam of one-quarter millimeter,
inhomogeneous fields of bout 15,000 gauss were required in this
experiment to give deflections in the refocussing magnet of about
one-half to one mnilli:eter depending of cource on the velocity
of a particular atom. Because of the relatively weak deflection
of only several beam T' idt's, and because of the penumbra of the
geometric shadow of the defining slit, the calculated refocussing
condition turns out nlot to be very critical in practice. In general
the current of these magnets could be set at the start of an ex-
periment and any drift in current would be too insignificant to
worry about.
Homogeneous Magnet and Radio Freouency Wires:
The magnet producing the homogeneous field was designed by
D. E. NTagle It has plane parallel pole faces one-cuarter inch
apart and 89 centimeters along the beam. It is mnade of Armco
magnetic ingot iron and excited by a coil wound with twenty turns
of copper tubi:lf through iwhich cooling water flows. It had pre-
viously been noted by ingle 11 that the miagnet is cuite inhomoge-
neous and hence tends to broaden the resonance lines.
-15-
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The oscillating field is produced by two vertical ribbons
Joined at the bottom to form a U. The ribbons are three-sixteenths
inches wide and one-sixteenth inch thick spaced only one-sixteenth
inch apart, They are so placed that the beam travels between them.
In ractice these ribbons give field independent lines of about
120 kilocycles per second half width and field dependent lines of
about 180 kilocycles per second half width.
The width of the field independent line is due to the un-
certainty of frequency introduced by the short time spent by the
atom in the field. The increase in width for field dependent
lines is of course due to the inhomogeneitiesof the magnet.
Oscillating currents of several hundredths of an ampere are used.
In practice currents of this magnitude give about the optimum
transition probability as would be expected from the transition
probabilities as derived by Rabi. When using low frequencies
the radio frequency wires are fed directly by cable from the
signal generator. At 'he hi h frequencies of the order of Av the
wires are resonated by a tuned open wire trransmission line mounted
vertically above the apparatus. As the Q of this line is very low
compared to that of a transition, there is essentially no change
in current over the wridth of a resonance curve.
Detector:
The surface ionization detector , by far the most sensitive
detector for atomic beam measurements, has been in use for many
years. This device consists of a hot tungsten wire on the surface
of which alkali atoms are converted into ions with about 100%
efficiency. The ions, because of the charge they carry, are accer-
ated to a collecting electrode and the resultant current measured
by use of an electrometer tube. In this experiment the sensitivity
was increased by accelerating the ions with a high voltage and
letting them im-pinge on the first plate of an electron multiplier.
The use of a beryllium copper multistage electron multiplier by
Hin Lew 16 as originally described by J. S. Allen 7 has led to the
observation of about one ion in siX. Thus the detection of atoms
in an atomic beai apparatus has been pushed to within a factor of
six of the ultimate -oscible efficiency, i.e. the detection of
every atom. The increase of sensitivity alone is not enough,
-16-
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' however, as inherent bac'lround difficulties in many cases, such
as in the eneriment in question, limit the minimum beam intensity
that may be used To minimize the background,atoms of a different
mass number from the ones under study are filtered out by means of
a mass spectrometer inserted between the ion source and the multi-
plier. In this way, the rminimum beam intensity required is de-
creased by a factor of as much as 10.5 Moreover the use of the
mass spectrometer allows the definite assignment of mass number
to the resonances observed so that the isotope under study may be
positively identified
The surface ionization ion source as shown in Figure 13
consists of a flat ribbon of tungsten wire .015 inches wide mounted
flush with the surface of a plane electrode. The accelerating
electrode consists of a cylindrical surface. The curvature and
spacing of the accelerating electrode is such as to cause ions from
the entire length of the usedportion of the hot wire to focus at
the center of the mass spectrometer gap. Such focussing permits
the use of a gap only one-third the height of the beam as shown in
Appendix iv. Two slits are cut in the curved electrode, one to
permit the neutral atoms to enter and strike the hot wire, the
other to permit the accelerated ions to escape and pass through
the mass spectrometer. This electrode is grounded. The plane
surface is insulated from it and held at about one thousand volts
positive with respect to Eround in order to accelerate the positive
ions. In front of and behind the box is placed a liquid air cooled
surface This keeps the background low by freezing out as much
alkali and alkali salt contamination as possible.
As the ionization potential of sodium is about 5.13 electron
volts the probability of it yielding an electron to a hot tungsten
wire of work function only 45 electron volts is quite small.
However, the work function can be raised to about 6 electron volts
by oxidizing the surface of the tungsten wire. This is done by
admitting a small uantity of air to the apparatus while the wire
is hot (about 1500° absolute). Such a work function permits 100%
conversion of sodium atoms to ions. It was found that the con-
version efficiency could be kept up by admitting a small quantity
of air to the apparatus every half-hour to hour but that longer
intervals would let the efficiency start to drop eventually
reaching as low as 1%.
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The mass spectrometer has a conventional, 60 deree, ,redgpe-
shaped magnet of Arnco magnetic ingot iron havn-, al ion ot:
radius of c, '- - c .. t o if. roviced ; current trou-l con-oer
tul? 1)in'l-" w'OunL a'oout t-:e tgn ;:iet  ro-u'-ih w'Lch water circulates for
coolin g. Aberrat ionls of such a ass sectreter are calculate
i; Apelndixe v, In 'oractice it is fou-nd that slightly less than
one part i-i 10 of the total ion currenit in the lla position is
found in the .:,a ?)ositio -:. Due to tis dscrim-ii.c.-on the back-
grou.lid from other al'kalies is completel missig nd that fromr
'Ta23 contamination is doni:i- by a factor of 104. The discrimination
of the atomic beam deflecing agnets and of the Cmass spectrometer
decreases te backrgirounld f om, te I a7 i4 n the beam by a factor of
106. Thus te total background is downL by a factor of nearly 105
over what it would be without the mass spectrometer. Gaining
this factor permits the eoeriment to be erformed with such small
uantities and in such sma-ll abundanice.
The efficiency of the electron nultiplier sed was such as
to give detectable pulses for 15% of the ipin9g-ing ions. There is
a bncrgrou.-d co.nl't tith te hot i.re off of only> one-third count
per second Then a br,-ff'e ,eld at licuid air tem-erature is placed
in firont of the rul"tilier entrance slit. The multiplier used was
built at tis laboratory following the geometry of the RCA 931-A
but using beryllium-copper plates. A more complete description of
the multiplier is given in Appendix iv with information about
16
cleaning and firing obtained from in Lew. Two methods of
detecting the ion current are available, one using the multiplier
followed by an amplifier rith either an oscilloscope or counting
rate meter for observing changes in intensity, and the other using
a small probe placed right beside the multiplier entrance slit
17
with an FP - 5 electrorneter circuit to measure the current
picked up. Such a dual system allo 1Ts te measurement of intensities
from about fve or tenl ,t.. oms -er second to about 10° 0 atoms er
second as ell as alloTwinl a direct check of the multilier
efficiency.
Freeuency Sources and Measuremeint:
For supplyinn. radio frequency current to the apparatus a
nu-iber of siglial -,enerators of various frequency ranges were used.
-18-
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They are tabulated below 7ith their frequency ranges in megacycles
per second.
General Radio Type 805-C
Measurements Corporation Model 75
General Radio Type 857-A
F-4800 Airborne Transmitter
0.05 to 50
50 to 430
95 to 500
270 to 2500
These signal generators were all capable of supplying ust about
the optimum current to the radio frequency wires. In general the
frequency stability decreased with increasing frequency, the
1220 megacycle per second measurements having a signal width of
about 20 kilocycles per second stable to about five kilocycles
per second.
Frequency measurements wrsere made with the frequency meters
tabulated below along with their frequency ranges in megacycles
per second and their relative precision.
General Radio Type 20-A
using harmonics
Cardwell Type TS-175/U
using hrmonics
Coaxial Cavity Wvemeter
Laboratory Frequency Standard
usinr harmlonlcs
10 to 20
1 to 100
85 to 200
85 to 1500
1000 to 0000
5 to 180
5 to 1500
1/l0 (about)
5/10O
These frequency rmeters allow measurement of frequencies used to
far better precision than the exeriment demands. A block diagram
of the frequency standar-d is sh6wnr in Figure 14.
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V. PROCEDURE
The experimental method used in this experiment is practically
identical to that used by Zacharias in his determination of the
nuclear spin and magnetic moment of K40 differing only in that the
mass resolution of the mass spectrometer detector used here made
the isotopic determination unique and the use of the obstacle wire
unnecessary.
Preliminary runs with Na23 had shown that 2 x 10-5 moles were
sufficient for more than 24 hours running time at the beam in-
tensities needed. For the a22 to Na23 abundance ratio of one to
23
ten thousand, a Na beam of 6000 millimeters as measured by the
electrometer tube or 9 x 105 counts er second is needed. Such a
beam gave 105,000 counts per second of Na23 transition intensity.
One could expect of this beam six counts per second of Ja2 2 transi-
tion intensity for I = 3 and about three counts per second for
I = 7. These transition peaks should appear against a background
of about 6 counts er second with short time variations of less
than one count per second. In short any spin from I = 0 to I = 7
would have sufficient transition intensity to be readily observable.
A total of 3 x 10-9 moles of a N3 were placed in the oven.
When in the vacuum the temperature of the oven was raised so that
the salt decomposed to give free sodium. The temperature was then
lowered to the operating temperature giving a beam intensity equiva-
5 23lent to 9.3 x 10 counts per second in Na position. The AF = 0
23
transition of Na was then observed at 1.10 megacycles per second,
22
the mass spectrometer then tuned for Na , and a search at each
frequency correspoinding to I = 0 to I = 7 was conducted, At no
frequency other than that corresponding to I = 3 was more than one
count pner second transition intensity observed but for I = 3 about
six counts per second were observed. The combined resolution of
the mass spectrometer an. the atomic beam magnetic resonanrce method
allowed us to observe that there was less than one count per second
of transition intensity at mass numbers 21.7 or 22.3 for the six
counts per second in the rmass number 22 position. Such observations
definitely associate the transitions with mass number 2. The
homogeneous field was teln increased to ive Na.3 transitions at 1.36
-20-
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and ten 10.37 megacrcles er second d in each case the mass
number 22 transition occured at the proper frequency for I = 3.
Since the hot wire ionization detector definitely exlcludes the
observation of Ne22 , the only other known atom at mass number 22,
and the atomic beam magnetic resonance method excludes the
possibility of a molecular transition, this transition associated
22
with I = 3 ay be definitely assigned to Na 2.
The AF O0 transitions for both Na22 and Na23 were then
observed for various magnetic fields up to about 167 gauss,
several readings being taken at each value of field. These read-
ings, the average values of each of these sets of readings, and
the probable errors assigned to them are shown in Table I. Also
shown are the values of Av as calculated from the expressions
for the energy levels in an external magnetic field, assuming tLI
first positive and then negative. Although these results do not
exclude the possibility of a negative nuclear magnetic dipole
moment, the ositive value looked more probable and search for
high frequency transitions was begun in the vicinity of the lower
value of A.
The magnetic field was lowered to a value which gave a23 AF = 0
transitions at 170 kilocycles per second. TNo lower value was
practical as zero field transitions occurred for lower values of
H. This spaces the various high frequenlcy transitions of Na22 as
shown in Figure 4 at less than the resolution of the apparatus
and hence a strong broad signal should be observed around the
value of Av. Search for this revealed such a signal at 1220.80
megacycles per second as measured with the Cardwell frequency
meter and checked roughly with the cavity wave meter, and at 1220.746
as measured with the frequecy standard, the readings checking closely
enough to eliminate the chance of gross error in frequency determina-
tion. As no other signal could be heard from the F-4800 oscillator
this seemed to be the only possible frequency at which transitions
occurred thus determining the sign of the moment to be positive.
In order to get a more accurate determination of Av the field
Twoas raised to separate the various transitions by about 1.7 megacycles
per second and the data shown in the curve of Figure 15 taken, using
the frequency standard for the measurement of frequency. This line
is actually two transitions separated by only four kilocycles per
-21-
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second and hence unresolved, giving rise to the twelve counts per
second intensity. These lines being the F = I + 1/2, MF + 1/2O->F =
I - 1/2, mF = + 1/2 transitions are field independent to a first
approximation. The ~Na' transition at the same field occurs at
2.940 mc. and determines a 55 kilocycle per second higher order
correction to be subtracted from the observed frequency. The observed
line at 1220.693 megacycles per second yields a value of Av =
1220.64 + .04 megacycles per second.
The total running time of the experimental was sixteen hours
and was found to have required about 40 microcuries or 4 x 1010
moles of Na22 to evaporate from the oven, the remainder still being
in the oven. The beam intensity at the end of te run was found to
be approximately the same as at the start.
-22-
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TABLE I - DATA
23 -2Na 2 freq. mc/sec. Na ' freq. Ratio Theoretical Ratios
1.10 (700 mm. )
1.40
1.36
10.37
22.524
Group I
0.62 (c./sec.)
0.80
0.80
5.97
15.193
0.564
0.-572
0.588
0.57U
0.586
Group II
N 2 3 freq.
4G. 044
43.032
Ia22 frea.
27.702
27. 73
Na23 frec.
69. 30
9.7, 03
freNa ~ free.
43.122
43.131
Group III
23Na2 frec.
Group IV
' reUa" ' freq. 22Na freq.
141.900 + .100 95.095 + .100
very weak and unsteady
Grouo Av.Frec.Na Av.Frea .Na
27.719 +.020
IV 30.253 +.010
II 43.12: +.020
46.0 38 +.020
50.024 +.010
69.694 +.020
1219.2 +7.6 
1218.9 +3.2
1216.0 +3.4
1234.2 +7.6
1232.6 +3.2
1225.2 +3.4
95.095 +.100 141.900 +.100 1221.9 +5.0 225. 4 +5.0
Weighlted average of, v 1218.7 +2.2 1229.0 +2.2
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I =3
I = 4
I =2
0. 5?2
0.444
0.800
49.998
49.998
50.034
50 .055
50b.034
tL+
I
30. 255
30. 25
30.251
30. 25 9
tL-
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VI. RESULTS
The nuclear angular momentum of I:a22 has been unambiguously
determined as 3 in units of h/2T.
The errors in determination of Av are estimated for the
results obtained froz- the frecuency independent lines as follows:
1) Frequency standard set to V1WV to within
5 parts in 107 or less than
2) 620-A wave meter accurate to within
3) Oscillator width of 20 .c./sec. intro-
ducing because of symetry less than
4) Oscillator drift of less than
5) Assymetry of curve due to 30 sec. time
constant of detector less than
6) Ability to determine center of 125
kc./sec. wide curve to less than
7) Error in determining field correction
1 k.c./sec.
2 k.c./sec.
5 L.c./sec
5 k.c./sec.
5 k.c./sec.
20 k.c./sec.
1 k.c./sec.
These possible sources of error have led to the assignment of
40 kilocycles per second error to the value of Av. Thus Av is
determined to be 1220.64 + .04 megacycles per second.
The error in the magnitude of the moment is introduced
primarily in the molecular beam determination of the Na23 moment20
and hence ,. = + 1.746 + .003 nuclear magnetons. The results may
thus be summarized as:
1) Nuclear angular momentum I = 3 in units of h/2T.
2) Hyperfine structure separation A = 1220.G4 + .04 mgc./sec.
3) Nuclear magnetic dipole moment !LI = +1.746 + .003 nuclear
magnetons.
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VIII. DISCUSSION
As stated in the introduction of this paper, a spin of unity
was expected for Na22 consistent with that of other observed odd-
odd self conjugate nuclei. However, this spin of unity could not
account for the long life of the decay between Na22 and the ground
state of Ne22 The spin of 3 determined here for Na22 readily
accounts for the degree of forbiddeness indicated by the observed
decay scheme and beta decay theory.
Because of the spin of 3 a nuclear magnetic dipole moment
between 04 and 086 cannot be expected as is the case with all
other observed odd-odd self conjugate nuclei. According to Inglis3
the additional two units of spin should lead to one additional
nuclear magneton if the spin and orbital momentum add. This is
seen to be the case, for the magnetic moment is found to be 1.746
indicating that the spin 2 and magnetic moment 1 of the orbital
motion is aligned with the spin 1 and magnetic moment 0.856 of the
proton-neutron pair to a first approximation. Thus the properties
of la22 are found to be in agreement not only with beta decay
theory2 but with the alpha particle structure theory of the nucleus.
Band spectra determination of the spin of Ne22 in its natural
abundance of about 10%, or if necessary even enriched, would give
further substantiation of the spin change involved. It is believed
that Professor Deutsch and his collaborators may make angular dis-
tribution coincidence measurements on the bet-a and gamma rays of
Na 2 in an effort to obtain the spin of the excited state of Ne22;
Similar experiments to this one to determine the spin and magnetic
moment of B10 and F18 as suggested by Professor Zacharias would
lead to more data and hence a better understanding of the structure
of these odd-odd self conjugate nuclei.
£
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I. SYMBOLS
I Total nuclea.r ' oo ll.r _morentul- (s-in) in units of h/2'
J Total electronic .n-uar motelntum in .±nits of 1!/2r7
F Total_ arl :lll .r momentumn in units o 1./-
mJ Averge value of J in te manrnetic field direction
mF fAverage v-.le of F in the m.a,::netic field direction
i_ ° Bolhr mal_ -:neton - -:nettic di'ole moment of an electron
I IlINuc lear ma;-netic diol e rmoment e->ressed in nuclear mr..netons
gj Electronic r;hyrom.c.,:netic ratio ta.en as +2,00000
9;I IINuclecr fvromnetic rtio in terms of Bohr magneton
lv Hyperfine structure separation of the round state in cyc/sec.
Nf(o) Value of t e norr'l~ized electronic wave fun','ction
at te nucleus
h P l anc S ct : tant
It Va1 l.ue of r ?i-,netc -, .-t eld in :-,au S s
Frecuclcv of transition iun.er considerat c 1
in -cle, es: -o.r ec.
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II. THE ENERGY LEVELS IN A EXTERNAL MAGNTETIC FIELD
The energy levels for an electronic angular momentum J =
in an external magnetic field is given by Breit and Rabi8 as
follows:
WF=I +,m
AW
2(2I+1)
gI W mx
+
gJ- gI
1
AW 4m 2\ 2
2 1+ 2I+x + x 
AW gI AW mx AW
2(2I+1) gj-gI 2
(1 24m 2)1+ 2I+1 x + x
where x = (g - g)oH/W,tW = hv and gj and gI are measured in
terms of Bohr magnetons, gj having a value of +2. The energy levels
of figures 1 and 2 were plotted from these relations. The second
term involving gI, being too small to appear, has not been included.
Calculations of frequencies for only three of the possible
transitions are needed in this experiment. For the low frequency
transition
F = I + mF = (I + --)- F = I + F 2/ 2 mF = -(I - )
the frecuency can be shown to be:
v gI x 1-x 
Av gj-gI !
1
4x )2 
(l-x)2 (2I+1)
By separating the square root term from the others, squaring both
sides, and collecting similar terms one gets:
1 gIX + + v + ' _ ( + 2v)
2I+ v gJ-gI A-
2
D p~~~Ix~V (+ -- ) gx
Lv Lv gj-gI [ 1+ gIgJ-gI
The very last term involving g2x2 is completely negligible for x
less than 1. These equations allow us to determine v if x is known
or x if v is known. From the above relations the following expres-
sion for Lv may be simply derived:
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WF=I - m
1
I Y
A =
(v - gk)(gjk - ) + g 2k 2
[ - gk -(gj - gI) k/(2I + 1)]
where k = xAv/(g - g) = io.H/h a constant of field. The last
term in the expression for Av may be neglected as it again involves
2
gI'
The high frequency lines used,
mF = - F = I -2, mF = + 2
can be shown to be of frequency
A = 1 + 2I(I + 1) x2 +
(2I + 1)2
gIX
gJ - gI
up to second order approximations of the square root terms. From
this expression it can be seen that
Av = v - 2I(I + 1) 2Av
(2I + 1)2 x
gI X Av
gJ- gI
where the second and third terms were 55 and 2 kilocycles per
second respectively for the field used in this experiment.
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IIIo REFOCUSSING CONDITION AND POLE FACE DESIGN
If the condition for refocussing is that the atoms have zero
transverse displacement at source, collimating slit, and detector
the following relations may be derived with reference to the
figure below.
i I IS (E I "B R D
s- a 1 c b 
0 21,3 34.8 55.6 93.6
115 1
19 5
Distances from source in cm.
In region s y = vyt yS/V x
In region a y = v = v - aAa/vX
At collimating slit = 0 = v (s + a) 1 l/v
v 2 aA Y+(V aAa/vx )l /v x
x V
x
aAa
vy (s + a + 1) ( + 
Y 2~~~
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v A (a 2 + 1 lY Vx s + a + 1
In region c
-aAa(s + a/2)
vx(s + a + 1)
y = v 
Y v
x
In region b
At detector
y = v ( + b) + b2Y -v 2 B
x V
x
y = 0 = Vy(c +b) + 
x
Vyt = v + aB b/vx
b2 b)
aB- + (v +a b
Xy 
vyl (b +
vy =
c + d) = - ( + )
x
-aBb (d
v (b +X
+ b/2)
c + d)
Euating the two values of vI
Y
(s + a + 1)
(b + c + d)
( bd + b2/2)
( as + a/ 2 )
= SC (bd +
CD (as +
where aA and aB are the accelerations of the atoms in the 'A' and
'B' fields respectively. For this apparatus
SC = 11.5 + 830 + 18 = 21o3 centimeters
CD = 18 + 89 + 2.8 + 20.8 + 38.0 = 72.3 centimeters
b 2 /2 + db = 1007 a2/ 2 + as = 124
aA
a B
b2/2)
a/T2)
.
.... ,,..iiU ..u..u--ll·-·--··----·--------
·,, .·-·-·-- . . -
- · ~ Y~ I". i s .A, -.s a..
Using these values one gets aA /aB = 2.39 and
HA / HB VHB/HB aA 100
7HA/HA aB
In other words the refocussing condition is that the 'A' and 'B'
fields have the same strength.
The design of the pole faces and other data for these two
magnets was obtained from D. E. Nagle and shown below.
'B' magnet 'A' magnet
a (2a is spacing of wires of
equivalent 2 wire system)
Center of small circle
Center of large circle
Radius of small circle
Radius of large circle
1.866 cm.
x = 0.1043 in.
x = 0.2129 in.
0.7500 in.
0.772 in.
0.7894 cm.
x = 0.03266 in.
x = 0.0891 in.
0.3125 in.
0.3233 in.
Small circle cuts axis at
Large circle cuts axis at
Position of beam
Large circle intersects beam at
x = 1.15a
x = 1.35a
x = 1.2a
y = + 0.5a
Length of gap
Effective width of gap
Number of turns of exciting coil
H/H
H approximate
20.8 cm.
3.58 mm.
20
0.519
70 gauss/amp.
8.0 cm.
1.74 mm.
19 or 20
1.24
137 gauss/amp.
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1.33a
1.2a
+ 0.5a
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IVo DETECTOR DESIGN
The accelerating electrodes of the hot wire ion source are
so designed as to focus the ions at the center of the mass spectrom-
eter magnet a distance of about 17.8 centimeters away. The sketches
below show the general geometry of the surfaces used to cause this
focussing:
Hot wire
Horizontal section
Vertical section
Eauation of su
x = d+r- r2-y 2
InnQ
+1
V
(a 2 -d 2 )/ (2d)
We can compare the field between these two euipotential
surfaces to that of two parallel line charges separated 2a so the
potential at any point is:
= in (x - a)2 + y2
(x + a) 2 + y2
and the fields
-vii-
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2a 2 2 x)D
where D = x _ 2x2( 2 y2) (2 2 2where D = x - 2x2(a - y ) + ( + a )
_ -4axy
Y D
By assuming y constant for a particle released from x = 0 and
a2 + y2 > x 2 for the path of the ion in the accelerating field we
can assume D and E constant.
x
e dx dx 2 2 2x
-E = Al;At; x At /2; t
m x dt2 A dt At; t/; t
dtA AxxFt d --~ = y A1A - t 3+ 
-A t
= -dx/dt - 1 3A1 E
F/y dy/dt = A E
for y = d =, F 18, hence x =
then a 2.5 centimeters and r = 6 centimeters
for y = 1.5 centimeters F = 17.43 centimeters giving an indication
of the aberrations of the lens.
Because of the assumptions made, these calculations are good
to about 5%. The use of this lens permits the use of a one
centimeter gap in the magnet for a three centimeter high beam
but gives the ions a spread of horizontal velocities since
their speeds are identical for the same ion. Measurements
have shown the horizontal half width from this ion source
to be of the order of 3 as shown in Figure 16 and the
-viii-
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vFigure 16
60K
Beam 40
Intensity
in mm.
30
20
10
0
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
Angle from Directly Ahead in Degrees
Beam Intensity of Hot Wire Ion Source as a Function
of Angle from Directly Ahead.
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vertical hei?,'ht of the ion beamr to be less than .85 centimeters
at the distance correspondting to the position of the mass spec-
trometer ap. The spread in horizontal velocities is:
Ay 1 - cos - - sin 2q s(1n.5 2sin ~ ' = 0.37%v 1 1 2 2x(17.4)2
From te paper on Magnetic Refocussing of Electron Pathsl 8
by W. E. Stephens te following relations are obtained:
S
AO sincy = OBsiny = R
S A 2 (sin2p/siny ) + (siny/sin )
D = AO(sin/siny)(-v)(sinp + siny)
for the best values of D/S, siny = (sincp)/2
for cp = y as used here D/S = 3/4 optimum
and D/S = 2Av/va2, S = R 2
for R = 8 cm., = 1.50 then S = .0055 cm.
spread due to foclussing in the vertical plane is
Mv/v = 3.7 x 10 - 3 spread = .0513 cm.
spread de to source width is equal to the source width or
about: spread = .331 cm.
Ta.ing into consideration all tese factors it can be seen
that the intensity at the detector should be down by roupghly a
factor of ei.'c2t at .095 cm. from te pear or at about 1/4 of a mass
-iX-
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number in the Na22 position which is about in agreement with the
experimentally determined curve of Figure 17. By decreasing the
hot wire width to .0135 cm. and using plane geometry for the
accelerating electrodes this factor of eight should occur at 1/20
of a mass number for Na. However, as the resolution at mass number
22 is 1 in 10 , it was not felt that added resolution at the expense
of intensity was warranted. In constructing the mass spectrometer
magnet one gap width was allowed on the surfaces where the ions
enter and leave for the effect of fringing.
The construction of the electron multiplier as used by
Hin Lew1 6 is shown in Figure 3 and 19. In his paper Lew states
that in order to achieve the desired efficiency on the first plate
as well as to obtain the necessary secondary emission ratio of about
3.5 on the successive plates, the plates must first be thoroughly
scoured and washed before assembly and then vaculm fired. The
plates must thereafter be exposed to the atmosphere as little as
possible but a few hours make little difference, To keep the back-
ground as low as possible the multiplier must be surrounded by mica
and placed behind a liquid air cooled surface. In operation
300 volts are applied between successive dinodes of the multiplier,
so that with the collector near ground potential, the first plate
is about 3000 volts negative with respect to ground. This negative
potential accelerates the 1000 volt positive ions arriving from
the mass spectrometer so that they strike the first dinode of the
multiplier with an energy of 4000 electron volts. This energy is
sufficient to ensure a fair efficiency of detection by the multiplier.
-x-
Figure 17
-X a-
1,O
-110
o-2
10-3
10-4
22 23
Relative Intensity of Mass Spectrometer as a Function
of Mass Number for a Na '° Beam.
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